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Producers, I have made up some December corn charts from 2016 December corn contract to current
on the December 19 contract. I have marked out on all of them where the capture the rally contract
would have been ran during that contract before harvest of that year. If you look at these it looks to be a
good time to start pricing because more often than not it is working during the historical high times due
to planting, pollination and other issues back east.
I have also put in there what the total movement was from the high of the contract to the low. You can
see as we keep getting bigger crops the movement in the contract becomes smaller the years with short
crops. On the 2016 December contract we had a movement of $2 from the high side to the bottom side
and so far for the 2019 contract we have moved 44 cents from top to bottom, not saying it will not
change but seems to be running pretty flat right now.
There is a little chatter about a deal with China getting closer but who really knows until there is papers
signed and proof that it is done. The markets have seemed to giving up any positive news that comes
from these talks and just seems to keep doing what they feel like doing for now.
We will be doing the capture the rally contract for corn again starting in April so if you have any
questions about this contract feel free to give me a call and I can walk you threw it.
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